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Arcata to have park sites, no development 
By ED BEEBOUT plans would be affected by whether or § The city will lease So pen sites and excellent for what we have to sell,"’ community editor not Arcata is ble for money under under an agreement with ee Se Si) conulitig forester, Gary 
Improvement Corporation Miller le An ordinance authorizing the lease cessfully passed state-wide measure non-profit organization created to help The projected net revenues will be of five new park sites gained which provided $285 million for ac- implement the parkland lease agree- sufficient to cover debt service costs on ceneinows capronel from tho Arcata quisition and development of ment. City last Wednesday, but parklands. sites money from city bonds. city’s fund for the cost of the when those sites will be developed re- Arcata Mayor Dan Hauser is The » using revenue from its Forest Plan and take care mains questionable timber Although ay een oy Cree Te ee ae ae a a base = = ~*~ ae , Management arklands In- at begin developing Comm $200,000 a year over a 20-year ; contract is only for payment o itiative authorized the use of city Park, the planned site of a $600, In related action, the city council delivered timber and the city council is timber revenues for the development as sports complex. awarded a five-year contract to Simp- expected to award and trucking well as leasing of new park sites, the “Iw like to see dev ton son Timber Co. for the delivery of contracts in May or June. cost of leasing was more than » Community Park begin wi a five- timber from the city’s forests. In other action, the council forcing a delay in development. year »”” Hauser said in an inter- | Simpson outbid five other timber | —Passed an ordinance which reates 7 t depends on any t view after Wednesday’s council companies by off $437,200 for the a uniform solar code. The pur- money that becomes available, which is meeting. timber. After truc = oa gees & 80 Ramses standards unlikely, and the amount of city Oe ey Cones costs, the city is expected to ve a for safe, reliable installation of solar revenues we can generate,"’ City » Storey said it is ‘“‘good for the net revenue of more than $300,000 cneren suutaas. The areeasaes sien be. Manager Roger Storey said in a future of the community just to have from the sale. city’s list of officially adopted telephone interview Monday. these sites set aside, they will Phen d amd sing rod good saaied cullen Unb axcaullines Storey also noted that development be available for park development."" — actually better ‘ elpesese eee (continued on next page) 
 
Does he work for the dog pound? Or the ci- oa. 
ty animal shelter? Or how about the SPCA? (%.43" je 
No — he finds homes for stray dogs because a4 
he has ‘‘a soft spot”’ in his heart. om 209 
He’s 64-year-old Bill Dick of Arcata. His .» .#*- 
off-duty job is to show canine nomads the _ at 8 
way home. 
“*I guess I’m just interested in dogs,"’ Dick 
said. “‘But if you asked my wife why I do it, §.. 
she'd say | was probably out of my mind.”” ; 
Dick, manager of the Humboldt County 
Taxpayers ue, has a ‘‘pretty good rap- ¥,/ 
, with the Humane Society. ‘‘They have a 
of compassion,”’ he said. 7 
“*I don’t just go around and pick up any 
stray dog and take it home. If 1 see one | 
wandering around, | try to find out where it : 
belongs. 





   
“*If a dog has a collar with a name tag, I'll 
call the owner. But if there is no identification 
on it, I'll usually do one of three things: call 
the radio stations to advertise a lost dog, put 
an ad in the paper, or call the animal shelter. 
“The radio stations (KINS and KATA) 
have really been cooperative,’’ Dick said. 
This ‘‘hobby”’ is not new to Dick 3 
mans. He ha helped dos for the law 13 i. *t dogs, be attempts to flad homes for’ the 
“*scrawny-looking”’ ones. 
One of Dick’s — complaints is the 
number of stray dogs in the summer. 
**] just don’t like it at the end of the schoo 
term — you have a number of dogs 
pregers ye ER. students ‘ a 
w they’re up at school ust The most st 
leave them when they go home for the sum-‘ one time is 10. He now has seven. 
mer.”’ 
Altogether, Dick said he has found either of another | seem to find the room or the finances 
the owners or a home for about 150 dors. for extra dogs. 
**1 guess | average about one dog a day. But “*I guess one of my biggest problems is letting 
if | nent the te ectually go ou ooking them go. My wife, Bette, and I have one dog we've 
u had for about 10 out of its 13 years. And we won't —— | could probably pl0orisSa give that one up.” 
       Happy 
Valentine’s 
     
   












Chinese Language and Cultural Studies 
CLCS OFFERS: 
Reasonable expenses & Travel 
Concentrated study in Taiwan 
Extensive course listing 
Full university credit 
For Free information: 
Accepting applications for all quarters 
First Quarter: Tuition $780; Housing $200 
P.0. Box 18663 Long Beach, CA 90816 Telephone: (213/597-3361 
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 oe will survive in Industries. 
are finding it hard 
** said John 
director for Sierra’ Paci _
y 
with those of the state of California. | meone look into the matter. 
the —Approved two more homes for in- 
ene 
that 
of inflation’’ and suggested that so- 
falling behind in terms style, now uncommon locally. 
y’s sewer of its distinct New England Cape Cod 
at 68 E. 12th St., was selected because 
the city’s 1906, was chosen because it is 
Beacom House, located 
Preservation Act. The Susan House, 
located at 67 E. lith St. and built in 
house-type 
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Drunk driver arrests not Maly to dry out 
By LEWIS CLEVENGER 
staff writer 
Driving under the influence of 
alcohol can be a sobering experience. 
A spokesman for the Arca pol p ice 
ment tage of 
H students ge in drunken 
driving incidents within the city limits 
is very eae although drunken driving 
arrests jumped considerably in 1980, 
com to the previous year 
udents make up a aah ‘smaller 
proportion of drunken driving arrests 
than in the population (of Ar- 
cata),’’ Lt. Joe Maskovich said. 
The increase has been significant and 
mostly unexpected, Maskovich said. 
“*For the year, we're probably up 
about 100 over last year. 
**We haven’t done anything special 
to catch them. They were just there.”’ 
The problem seems to be only a local 
one, Maskovich said. 
Public Information Officer Jim 
Osborne of the California Highway 
Patrol said the CHP has experienced a 
slight drop-off in drunken driving ar- 
rests. 
**I think it’s the economy,’’ Osborne 
said. 
The high prices involved in drinki 
in bars, particulary nian for 
transportation, has ly curtailed 
“‘bar-hopping’’ aot tet ced ‘many 
drinkers to avoid bars, Osborne said. 
‘*Now they’re bu the 




it at home.’’ 
Maskovich agreed. 
“The drinkers aren't traveling very 
dato pst oth pea ov inted out t 
for anyone, including the small 
= of ce students, = 
t operating a vehicle w 
the nfluence of alcohol. 
Preventative medicine, 
By BRENDA MILLER 
staff writer 
A fair used to mean popcorn, rides 
and clowns. It has come to mean a 
gathering around any number of 
themes — from crafts, to Renaissance 
figures to health. 
The HSU Health Faire, which spon- 
sors hope to hold annually, takes place 
tomorrow in Goodwin Forum and ad- 
jacent rooms (Nelson Hall East) from 
10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Health Promotion 
Program of the counseling center, the 
event will feature more than 30 dif- 
ferent resource booths and demonstra- 
tions, along with a number of films 
PREGNANT AND DISTRESSED 
HELP IS AS NEAR AS YOUR TELEPHONE 
BDirthrigh 




Julie de la Grange, fair coordinator, 
said its purpose is to ‘‘let people know 
how to take care of themselves and ex- 
pose them to forms of preventative 
medicine. 
‘Too much emphasis has been put 
on doctors” in our wees she said, 
and the fair wall be fulfilling a need 
for self-care information 
She emphasized that the fair is open 
to the community as well as students. 
There is no admission charge. 
In Goodwin Forum booths spon- 
sored by university departments and 
community organizations will be set up 
for the length of the fair. The home 
economics department will have 
booths on food additives, food label- 




   
   
= 
7 The first offense is usually a $375 
ne. 
The second time, the law calls for 
of a person’s drivers license 
for six months, a jail sentence for at 
least five days and a fine up to $900. 
Even such stiff penalties team fail to 
deter from driving while drunk. 
" result is we often arrest the 
for drivi with a 
a he 
sions don't seem to be doing a lot of 
One result of the increased violations 
has been a severe case-load of liquor- 
related offenses in the courts, 
Maskovich said. 
“The courts are clogged with liquor- 
related cases.’’ 
A telephone call to the Arcata 
Justice Court, which handles all 
drunken driving arrests in the area 
from Arcata northward to Orick, con- 
firmed his statement. 
Although the court does not keep 
Statistics by offense, a court 
spokeswoman confirmed that liquor- 
related offenses make up a “‘significant 
number’’ of the cases the court 
handles. 
The answer to the problem is not 
punishment but prevention, 
Maskovich said. 
Preventing a friend from driving 
when he has had too much to drink 
also k ~— — from commit- 
as ime, he 
crime is a when that 
person attempts to drive a vehicle, not 
when he gets drunk. 
‘*Being under the influence and driv- 
ing a car is far different than just being 
under the influence.”’ 
Strict law enforcement will not pre- 
vent drunken driving, but Maskovich 
was at a loss to say what would. 
“If an find the secret to 
that, he’d be a rich man."’ 
self-care focus of fair 
ng, and home safety; Planned Paren- 
theod will have a booth on birth con- 
trol; the PE ment will have a 
booth on stretch ng. Other booths will 
cover these topics: smoking, 
alcoholism, cancer, drugs, biofeed- 
back, yoga, hearing check, and stress 
reduction and relaxation. 
Several films are scheduled ae 
“*Self-Examination of the Testes 
‘*‘The Feminine Mistake’ ’(on 
smoking) and ‘‘What Can a Guy 
Do?’’(Men’s role in birth control). 
A biofeedback demonstration and 
participation will also be held, as well 
as a vegetarian workshop and lifestyle 
assessment workshop. 
New Games and Jazzercise will be 
demonstrated outside, next to the 
volleyball court and on the quad, 
pect 
"Sa . schedules are available on 
the bulletin boards around campus and 
in the counseling center. 
  
  
826 G St. 
Arcata 822-1072 
10% OFF automotive supplies 
with student 1.D. (except sale items) 
Check our automotive supplies. .. We'll be good vo you. 
ONLY ? AFTER 5 P.M. 
IN EUREKA AT 
BURRE CENTER 
MYRTLE & WEST 
COUPON EXPIRES 
MARCH 11, 1981. OFFER 
GOOD ONLY WITH THIS 
COUPON ONLY ONE 
SPECIAL PER COUPON    
no oon i 
eS = 
gel asccond one 
    
    
   
   
FREE! 
Please present coupon 
before ordering this 
Offer not good with any 
other discount or 
coupon 
as our Root Beer. 
a ee he 
“—The Lumberjack, Wednesday, Feb. 11, 1962 
several h HSU students will 
‘ Weitne Pro Examination. 
breaths he poi 
possibility that it could mess up their lives. 
ror ate thing, the exam — which students (with 
few exceptions) are required to pass in order to 
graduate — is pointless. 
: It su ly proves that graduating students 
possess sic English — skills. However, 
students must complete English 1 in order to take the 
test. Those who pass this course are already suppos- 
ed to know basic English writing skills. 
i te Univers The 
Board of Trustees was coponing 
wit 
  
DISCLAIMER: Opmons expressed in The Lumberjack are those of a majority of the 
editorial board and are not necessarily these of the stall. the university er the 
Associated Students Signed editorits reflect the views of the author 
Advertising material printed harem 1s for informational purposes and 1s noi tu ue 
construed as an expressed or imphed endorsement or verification of such commer: 
cual ventures by the staff, university or Associated Students. 
The Lumberjack 1s tunded through advertising revenue. the Associated Students 
and the HSU journslism department. and is gublished Wednesdays during the 
school year, breaks excepted. Mail subscriptions are $2.50 one quarter. $1.50 
each additional quarter and $5 for the year.   
HUMBOLOT STATE UNIVERSITY 
NELSON HALL EAST 6 





“Tua exception e strong to 
the ae at aon 
(as as meaningless) piece 
of “‘journalism’’ written by 
the ve editor, Dave 
Stockwell. 
Dave, you have offended 
me and = els Wee of 
young children erring to 
us as babysitters, and by im- 
plying that only parents ex- 
perience di t times with 
children. 
We are professionals and we 
are educators, not 16-year-old 
or looking for extra money. 
By the way ~ye what 1 
you got nst babysitters 
do not to detract from 
the difficulties of raising 
children, but I will point out 
that the work of teachers is 
very long, very demanding and 
Tiel et ceeds chncens 
“Hello Harvard? | can't accept that appointment.... Because 
ee rep ee... eS SS SASS 
Letters to the editor 
denigration of our work 
delivered by ignorant fools 
like you, Dave, are very much 
out of line. | spend many 
hours a day with _— 
children, and yet, you 1 
ti a ‘'24-hour-a-day 
*” wit considering that 
if it were, you wouldn’t be in 
school and wou dn't have time 
to write such ludicrous drivel. 
You also offend me and the 
ime Psa of 7 
parents are t iy 
ones whe can share in the 
s celebration f a baby’s 
ning and growing ex- 
rut oan 
ust can’t see beyond that. I, 
on the other hand, have 
dozens of children.’ | share 
oo oe ease their 
rustrations just as any parent 
would do 
I know the deep happiness 
of babies ee town talking 
of me, wi me their 
triumphs and their failures 
because they know I love 
of my girlfriend leaving me, 
English 
—- ; know the — of 15 
of eyes a. 
to see me when I arrive at 
center in the morning, of hugs 
and kisses from trusting 
babies. I know the excitement 
of a baby’s first mastery of a 
game, puzzle or learning com- 
t ponent.
And I know what it’s like to 
comfort an ill baby, to show 
these babies how to love each 
other and everyone else, and 
how to be part of one humani- 
a — — of peo- 
th children from le 
without. wee 
I'm ourry ea "reso — 
row, Dave. aye you shou 
come down and watch us 
‘*babysit’’ sometime. You 
might learn something about 
you, me, babies, teachers and 
DanM 
oudietinn ber 
(continued on next page)  
    
 
































































as tale tar éuenat 
ma ieeriso 
ceely’™ e Ben we are women 
it is 
gets, This isn’t true! 
however, that we all originate 
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jg pereat feet 
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how a fall-out shelter 
should be built an  what 
to sur- visions were 
If one could stock 
ly considering such a move. 
recently wees a student a 
a 
vive. She seemed to be serious- 
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By STEVE HAMLIN 
campus editor 
Oil and water don’t mix. Humboldt 
County Supervisor Danny Walsh 
wants to keep it that way. 
Walsh said the main benefactors of 
Senate Bill 200, the peripheral canal, 
will be agri-businesses in Southern 
California ‘0 owned by Shell, Tenneco, 
Getty and the St of California 
oil companies. 
Walsh is a member of a coalition try- 
ing to stop the canal by referendum. 
Reasonable and less costly alter- 
natives to the canal are — 
Walsh said last Wednesday, ing 
to HSU Professor Bruce on’s 
Political science class. 
He supports lined canals to reduce 
Supervisor voices opposition 
evaporation in transit; modern drip ir- 
tigation and sprinkler systems rohan 
than wasteful flood irrigation; and 
ground water recharge during wet 
years to prem salination, lend 
slumps and er the local water table 
levels in the south. 
““V'd rather give agriculture the 
—* © innovate their water systems 
than have them sucking our rivers dry 
up here,’’ Walsh said. 
wees eee, ott canal the 
ime ic ae — 
in arees § history Pub he plan 
uki-ediien a ee “boondcesle 
oat — examination of cost 
t rat or long-term ener 
needs. yy 
Walsh lambasted the 
California Water Project as the 
Phi 
largest 
elocerietey consumer in the state. He 
 
Walsh says oil wants to mix with water 
has led to cementation of choice 
said the project 2 Se spawning beds. 
kilowatt hours a year ay 
and cited pradediione of 10 billion 
kilowatt hours with the completion of 
the canal. 
Trinity Dam is an example of Nor- 
thern California's contentions of tax- 
~~ waste in water projects, Walsh 
He recalled promises of electricity 
from the dam, increased fish harvests 
and improved sport fishing and recrea- 
tional facilities. The Trinity area has 
yet to receive an oe eine from the 
dam, he said. itionally, the river's 
flow has been reduced by 90 percent, 
he said, and the salmon and steelhead 
runs have d 70 to 90 percent. 
The restricted w caused by the dam 
Bright light appears in n night bus pligh 
By STEVE HAMLIN 
campus editor 
Rigor mortis has not set into possible 
for bus service 
HSU, acting in concert with Col 
the Redwoods, wil casas ara 
$9,000 operating costs for ing 
$1300 wil presumably be pid wih 
While : 33 it ene is the 
or HTA rou Anbaene 
said ¢ io tical Olean 
if no one rides the bus, HTA will be 
paid the equivalent of $0 percent rider- 
ship. The plan is based on a sliding 
  
scale: with a 10 
colleges pay the d —, (40 
percent). and so 
There will be cell runs every night 
Sesngmn. tame WO. tone of tor f stu-
dent services, said. 
They can’t lose money,” Webb 
or eae. 
fines and forfeitures ac- 
the University Police 
ebb said. If the money 
is ‘or its designated purpose 
_ Soaee danaue cn ransportation 
— the money would revert othe sae, 
he 
The funds from College of the Red- 






td AA bard 
University of California, Sente Cruz 
BACKPACKING SPRING 
QUARTER 15 Units 
in the Sierra Nevada Backcountry 
@ecology @wildiife studies 
WILDERNESS LEADERSHIP 
Teaching Credential, 20 units 
hone (408) 429-2822 or write 
SIERRA INSTITUTE Cardiff House 
University of California, Santa Cruz 
Santa Cruz, CA. 95064      
 
budget and AS funds, Gil Saunders, 
vice president of business affairs, said. 
The allocation decision was based on 
the petition circulated earlier this year 
Webb said. Of 1,866 HSU seleens 
who signed the petition, . 38 percent live 
The committee will take its proposal 
to HTA this Friday. 
t service, there is “As far as 
nothing —, Don Bullard, 
manager of operations for HTA, said. 
TOURS - RESORTS 
@B) wason creer canes accerres SEE 
21. TRAVEL ARHANTEMENTS OF SIGNED FOR 101) [ 
oes) Siete 
He discounted s against the 
timber “industry the the culprit in the 
river’s death maintains that placer 
mining, which causes similar = 
vironmental problems to logging, and 
record fish runs occurred 
simultaneously. 
The costs to a family of five wit be 
only $10 more than the present 
when _ the pheral canal is on 
leted, Virginia Parker of the 
ropolitan ater District said. 
etn uses much more water; 
~~ are t users,’ she said. 
eae be acheived by revenue 
oo a title and oil revenues, she 
John Grobey, HSU professor of 
eerie, the use of revenue 
=. So dnetun : ill indi 1 ° means — wi rect 
subsidize the canal ' 
inieniinitin ioned whether 
the canal will raise the revenues to pay 
the bonds, Grobey said. A lack of 
Grobey likened the situation to that 
New York City, which sold 
municipal bonds, aulted and then 
asked the federal — to pro- 




By JEFF DELONG 
staff writer 
For an unmarried young woman 
who a just jas ge 4 is preg- 
nant, the decision ¢. what course to 
take with her bab be one of the 
most important o hey ife. 
One option she has is to abort the 
unborn child. Some positive s of 
abortion and local clinics and institu- 
tions providing abortion services were 
discussed in an article in the Jan. 28 
issue of The Lumberjack. 
Some local groups, however, urge 
women to seek other available services 
after they learn they are pregnant. Too 
many women, the say, make 
the decision to abort a without 
By DANITA DEJANE 
staff writer 
A night escort service will soon be 
offered through Contact. 
The escort service will be for 
anyone who wants to be escorted 
anywhere on campus, Laura John, 
coordinator of the service between 
oie ian Students and Contact, 
said. 
Students who want an escort can 
call Contact at 826-4400 and Contact 
will then call an escort, John said. 
The escorts and students will iden- 
tify each other by first names, and the 
escorts will carry cards to identify 
themselves. 
Volunteers are ubject to interviews 
and record checks, she said. 
Escorts will also attend a work 
where rape prevention measures wi   
 
   
   





on foreign and domestic car parts 
Forel n Car Parts 
th & E in Eureka and Arcata store 
Arcata 209 ot st. 822-2411 
Eureka 215 4th st. 442.1786 
McKinleyville 2015 central ave. 639-1786 
 
-_ exploring the alternatives to abor- 
oni’ s my im that many 
counseling ena claim to give 
(a pregnant woman) all the options ac- 
tually channel them in the direction of 
abortion as the best alternative,’’ 
Father John Rogers, a chaplain at the 
Arcata Newman Center and part-time 
— studies instructor at HSU, 
““Women are sometimes encouraged 
to have abortions to solve the 
problem,"’ he said. ‘‘There’s a lot more 
exposure towards the option of abor- 
tion. People are not as familiar with 
the other choices."’ 
Rogers said that from a basic moral 
perspective he does not consider abor- 
tion as an actual option a woman 
Escort service 
to lend helping hand 
be discussed. 
‘*The hours are going to be Sunday 
through Thursday from 7-11:45 p.m. 
This is to correspond with librar 
hours and darkness hours,"’ A 
President Alison Anderson said. 
The escort service will expand what 
is offered through the dorms, Ander- 
son said. 
“*It came to our attention last = 
that even though guys on every r 
would offer to be escorts, women 
weren't taking advantage of that 
because they felt they were 
imposing,” she said. 
**We're es to profes- 
sionalize the service so people will be 
more inclined to use it. 
it’s a preventive service, she said. 
**We want people to feel secure.’’ 
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Groups offer pregnant women alternatives 
should consider. 
a. is no way to answer the 
.’’ said Pam Cahill, director of 
irthright, a Eureka volunteer 
organization. 
**! think it’s really important that 
people consider what else they can 
do,’ she said. ‘*(Birthright) realizes ‘the 
pressure a woman is under. They often 
feel pressured to have abortions by 
parents or eee If they come to 
us, we can talk it over. If they feel they 
have someone backing them they may 
not make that decision.’’ 
Cahill said the Birthright staff of 
non-professional counselors is ~ 
posed of teachers, homemakers, and 
nurses who ‘“‘have a strong feeling 
— life. sine 
“Our pu s to help women on a 
ea ya che anda rien ship basis,’’ she said. 
“We keep in touch with them, see them 
frequently, help them with any pro- 
blems they have.” 
Aside from their own counseling ser- 
vices, Cahill said Birthright operates as 
a referral service for professional 
counseling, financial aid and adoption 
agencies n the area. Birthright also 
a free pregnancy tests, and 
s maternity clothing. 
About 100 women use Birthright ser- 
vices annually, she said. 
Two local agencies help women put 
their child up for adoption if t 
decide not to keep it, Cahill said. These 
are the California State ion 
Agency and the Children’s Home 
Society, both with offices in Surdea. 
A nancy counseling team is 
available to aid HSU students through 
the HSU Counseling Center. 
Members of the counseling team were 
unavailable to comment on their pro- 
gram 
Counseling, medical and financial 
aid are also available to t pregnan 
women through the Humboldt County 
Welfare Department. 
Medi-Cal specialist Kathleen Pelley 
said a woman can apply for welfare aid 
as soon as her pr is confirmed. 
Dependant Child o oe > t ren program, 
said, a woman can collect up to $374 a 
month during the term of her pregnan- 
cy and after the child is born. 
Medi-Cal and food stamp aid are 
also available to pregnant women, 
Pelley said. 
o ine welfare 
pregnant students in — ts a 
issue of residency, she 
Before granti oo the welfare 
department must first determine if the 
pregnant student is to be considered a 
resident of Humboldt County. 
**It can get really complicated,’’ 
Pelley said. To determine residency, 
the welfare department will look into 
the amount of financial aid a student 
receives from her parents, whether she 
returns home during school vacations 
and if she is registered to vote locally. 
**We have to look at each individual 
carefully,’’ she said. 
Pelley said the welfare department 
usually experiences increased requests 
for pregnancy — services after 
winter, spring and summer breaks 
from school. 
> ie 
4th St. Market & Liquors 
In South Arcata 
Samoa Bivd. 8 a.m.-2 a.m. 
Now Has a Delicatessen 
Hot Foods To Go 
622-1127 
Hamm’s Beer Six-pack 1202. cans $1.59 
Summit Table Wine $2.99 surgundy, vin Rose, Chablis 
Paul Masson, San Martin or Cresta Blan 
49 Save $1-2 M 
 
FREE HOME BREW 
(6 kegs) 
VALENTINE’S Lox Ss 
DAY BALL 
Arcata Community Center 
great Mexican dinner 




will begin at 7:30 
A benefit for the Redwood Alliance 
Educational Collective 
   
A emalt donation wil be requested:  
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staff writer 
Who at HSU has worked in Las +. 9 
Vegas with Frank Sinatra, Ann- 
M. » Anne Murray and others? 
has performed at the Academy 
and Emmy awards? 
Who has given live concerts at the 
Greek Theatre in Los Angeles? 
Who has done concert tours all over 
the United States and Europe and 
Russia? 
Who keeps chickens, ducks, and 
goats at her home? 
Who received the Outstanding 
Young Women of America award 
twice, once in 1972 and once in 1980? 
Madeline Schatz, conductor of the 
Humboldt Symphony Orchestra and 
associate professor of music at HSU, 
has done all of this and more. 
Schatz nas been teaching and con- 
ducting at HSU since 1979. She plays fy 
the violin and the viola. 4 
She came here from Las Vegas where 
she worked with thing ii ind. 
‘Money ~ in one year in Las Vegas MADELINE SCHATZ had her first extensive exposure to classical music at t 
ing I made to buy a house. 
people on a one-to-one basis. iff served basis. 
By LAUREEN SCHUMACHER ja 
s a month,”’ she said. with 
; 
tz didn’t enjoy the work hadn't been a teacher | would have Stoddard, a flutist for 15 years, just 
been a physician or psychotherapist.’ recently started conducting. 
is like stepping The Humboldt Symphony's “Carnival of the Animals"’ is the 
women’s move- Children Concert was her idea. most —_— work she’s conducted, 
** It’s the first of its kind at HSU to —she said. 
my know ‘a The concert will be at John Van 
Schatz, is conducting the per- Duzer Theatre at 10 a.m. 
formances today and tomorrow, said Stoddard is excited about the 
she was influenced by a children's con- children’s concert. 
cert when she was in the third or fourth **Kids around here really need ex- 
grade. —— to classical music. | want to see 
Schatz will conduct ‘‘Peter and the ure generations involved in classical 
Wolf” by Prokofiev. Martha Stod- music and it’s our responsibility as 
dard, a student conductor, will be con- adults to make sure they're exposed to 
== of the Animals"’ by it so it won't dry up," she said. 
a al for child *s lormance is for 
eee from in the county. There a 
—_ than 850 people coming, Schatz 
; Thursday's performance is free and 




ARTIST NEEDS WORK 
for all your art & photo supplies MOVING-HAULING ETC 
1507 G St Arcata THANK YOU 
822-2942 822-7963     
2461 Alliance Roed, Arcate 822-0753 
law nee and Legal Career e e e 
nformation | Speciality Liquors 
DATE: FEBRUARY 18, 1961 - WEDNESDAY Wi CH 
TIME: 1:00 = 3:00 p.m. E, oe ip ina : 
PLACE: csu - Humboldt # yY 
ig Further information available: Can ay H 
e Joanne Loudermi 1k 
Ss Ca 4. ii con eine Center . i 25% Off 
McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW Handmade Native American 
UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC Jewelry 
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 
j.D. DEGREE (Full-Time, Part-Time, Accelerated Evening Divisions) — Turquoise silver 
JOINT DEGREE PROGRAM — MASTER OF LAWS (Taxation, Business & Taxa- Ideal for Valentine's gifts 
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County Board of Supervisors takeover of General Hospital, as Foote 
These concerns center on the noted, is that ‘‘because of our religious 
from General Hospital’s nature we can’t all the services 
ee aT oe 
ry Clark, busi of the St. Joseph wouldn't pro- 
Hasneotah Chau Gadhesen Uniin, vide abortion or family planning ser 
said that putting the hospital into pro- vices. 
prietary (for-profit management could Robinson said the HCA already has 
‘drive Z the alak of medical care." hired. “‘landiord’’ capacity. A new board of the lease for General Hospital, which 
Me ae toa ae et n the line’’ wit » hire ’ . a 
aa ve Kormis said. The new board of trustees will con- The board of supervisors have no 
Workers at General Hospital are The Hospital Corporation of sist of four physicians, four non- legal —_ ity heed or disap- 
ed by the Hospital and In- America has already managed ieneral physician hospital staffers and one Prrhe | ante ae 
stitutional Workers Union Local 250. Hospital for the last three a. non-hospital person from the com- board is being CA 
f a contract f union’s contract in June. ‘For a fixed fee the H munity, he said. oO 
ii the relationship wi HCA hasn't vided over the past three yearsaleader- The new board members will be °° indigent care. 
been a good one, but we're hoping this ship administration consisting of three selected by a division vice-president of At a recent meeting of the Health 
situation will prove to be the ion » Richard Robinson of the HCA in Thousand Oaks, near Los ¢./iW4, former county super- 
to the rule,” Leo Kormis, 250 tal’'s Ownership Division said. Angeles. HCA is interested in recom- Services Agency, former county super: 
tative, said. “They received the backup of a cor- mendations from agencies such as the of supervisors to delay its decision to 
A hospital bought by HCA in Valle- e staff, but control was in the county bored of supervisors and the approve the contract. 
jo underwent an eight-month strike in of the hospital's board of direc- medical staff of the hospital, Robinson 
a contract dispute. The HCA refused tors."’ said A decision from the supervisors is 
to sign a contract without an open- The proposed lease gives HCA an Local unionists have criticized the expected at the end of this month. 
FREE 
Kinetic Sculpture Design Contest 
Spensered by PG&E's Campus Representative. Nelsen i East. Reom 117. 
Ever wanted to design, build, and enter a sculpture in the 
Annual Arcata to Ferndale Kinetic Sculpture Race? 
NOW YOU CAN! 
RULES: 1. must be a student at Humboldt State during the 1900-81 school year. 
2. The design of the kinetic seulpture and accessories must fellew all the 
rales fer the kinetic seulpture race. 
3. The design must include “PG&E Conservation” on the sculpture in the 
mame er as the sponser. 
4. Seulpture designs must be on 8%'' x 11'' sheets of paper. 
5. Entries must have a written description as well as a sketch of the sculpture. — 
© The sculptare should be architecturally feasible as well es being erigiaa! 
7. Entries must be received by Friday, February 13, 1961, at 5 p.m. 
% 8. Name, address, and phone number must be on each entry. 
roa PG&E's 
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By RICHARD NELSON for Ap- 
staff writer propriate Technology is working 
toward goals. 
In our society, the need for alter- 
native energy and the reuse of natural 
resources may be a fact of everyone’s 
future. 
But to these needs, the 
wml education is needed. At 
By RICHARD NELSON 
Staff writer 
After three University Curriculum 
e Committee hearings, the Appropriate 
* Technology emphasis phase was ap- 
© proved on Tuesday, Feb. 3. 
The emphasis phase, which will be 
e available next fall, is a program 





























* the history, construction, develop- 
/ ment and application of appropriate 
technology. 
The phase, which was a collabora- 
tion of both the Campus Center for 
Appropriate Technology and a 
number of professors, had to be ap- 
proved by the curriculum committees 
of both the School of Science and the 
School of Social and Behavioral 
Science before being approved by the 
university. 
‘*I’m real pleased that it passed,’’ 
said Peter Lehman, an assitant pro- 
fessor of environmental resource 
engineering. Lehman and CCAT Co- 
director Kirk Girard were the main 
- authors of the emphasis phase pro- 
posal. 
The University Curriculum Com- 
mittee was made up of seven faculty 
and two students. In the hearings, the 
committee evaluated and discussed 
the proposal and after the third 
  
meeting the decision was announced. 
Phyllis Chinn, an associate pro- | 
tessor in mathematics, was one facul- 7 
ty member on the committee whose 7 
outlook on the emphasis phase is 
quite optimistic. 
“I think it is a very good emphasis | 
program,’’ Chinn said. ‘‘! believe it & 
has a great deal of relevance to our @ fo 
society today. | was impressed by % students have worked very hard, 
both the faculty and students who 7% 
ked hard i ing the @ 
ae my Soe eee ® the steering committee for CCAT. program.”’ 
The 12-unit emphasis phase will be & 
able to accommodate at least 60 
students, Lehman said. And if the ex 
pected popularity of the program sur 
up to 40 more students. 
‘I’m sure there will be lot of in 
terest in this program,*’ Lehman said 
‘*Frankly, I believe that it will pro- # 
bably help the enrollment of the col- # 
lege. People can get something here @ 
that they can’t get anywhere else.” # 
The classes in the emphasis phase % 
will consist of two engineering * 
courses and one political science % 
course that will deal with the politics 
of appropriate technology. 
The research and _ construction 
done in the classes will help con- 
tribute to the projects of CCAT at the 
Buck House. 
 
Out Sevin Corona evectric 
potlabies are some of the bes! 
typewriters on the market You 
won | Deveve what a ailerence 
4 Q000 typewrite’ can mare im 
vout education   
Give your proyect that entra 
professions! appearance Se 
tect your chore of color and 
type of “hbon = A correction 
HBBON aiows you to correct 
errors athout erasing   
Humboldt University Bookstore 
Hours: Monday-Thursday 8-7 p.m. 
Friday 8-4:30 p.m. 
a testing facility for alternative energy 
Projects. 
co-directors of the center — 
Kirk Girard, Scott Terrell, and Kelly 
Gillogly — are students who live in the 
house and direct the action of projects. 
Two of the many projects ned 
have already been completed. was 
the renovation of the house. Last sum- 
mer, CCAT members rebuilt the roof, 
put in new inside walls and landscaped 
the yard. They painted the house, and, 
in following the energy efficient goals 
s of CCAT, put in a new electrical 
system and insulated the entire home. 
‘*When I first arrived here, the house 
| was a mess,” Peter Lehman, assistant 
professor of enviromental engineering, 
said. ‘*The house has really gone under 
a tremendous renaissance. The 
Lehman, who arrived in 1979, is one 
of seven faculty members who make up 
The renovation was estimated to cost 
about $15,000, but the center managed 
with a little under $4,000. ‘‘We run 
‘ under a shoe-string budget,’’ Co- 
faces, there is a possibility of adding | director Kirk Girard said. 
Funding for CCAT projects comes 
: mainly from grants from sources such 
as Pacific Gas & Electric, Arcata 
Economic Development Corp., and the 
HSU Associated Students. 
‘One quarter of our funds come 
© from the AS," Girard said. ‘‘We also 
believe in community funding.’’ 
The second completed project is a 
working solar collector. Built by 
| students, it sits on the roof collecting 
energy to heat water for the house. 
CCAT hopes to educate students to 
research and complete future projects. 




GOURMET FOODS & 
COOKERY 
 
   oo 1 presctied 
ticipate in the f CCAT pre planning o pro- 
**We have films and meetings that 
iis eouiters, ce Ror oie pr e t comes
a time when we have to work,"’ Girard 
said. ‘‘The directors enjoy working up 
here, we always have things to do.’’ 
With project planning and constuc- 
tion, students can apply skills learned 
in the classroom. 
**This is practical experience. When 
you learn something in a class, you can 
come up here and directly y it,” 
Girard said. ‘It is a clife ex- 
perience.’’ 
Besides the direct cores of 
skills by members, CCAT is adping to 
broaden its education possibilites to 
other students with an appropriate 
technology emphasis phase. The em- 
phasis phase, which was approved by 
the University Curriculum Committee 
on Feb. 3, is an ideal opportunity for 
students to apply their skills at the 
Buck House. 
“*I know there is a lot of interest in 
this emphasis phase, and it should be 
quite popular with the students,’’ said 
Lehman, who along with Girard, put a 
great deal of time and dedication into 
preparing the emphasis phase. 
_ The 12-unit emphasis phase will con- 
sist of lecture and lab courses ‘dealing 
with appropriate technology engineer- 
ing. The labs will be held at the Buck 
House and the research will go toward 
future projects of the center. 
Some projects planned by the center 
are a solar greenhouse, a composting 
privy, gardens and a wood-burning 
stove for cooking. When the projects 
are completed, the house will be totally 
energy- and material-efficient. 
The solar greenhouse, which has 
already been researched, will be built 
along the side of the house and will be 
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California gray most ‘visible 
  
    
   
  
   
most popular artists for just... 
All during February we're featuring 
great music from some of the world's 
EE CN <OE F 
With hundreds of titles and all kinds of 
music for just $4.99 
  
  
and $8.99 as weil! 
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“great whale 
some are heading north again. 
**An excursion boat that was out looking for gray 
found one that was definitely headed 
»”” Houck said. 
FO io part of the northward migration will be 
**But the whales aren’t as concentrated then,” he’ 
said, ‘‘and they tend to ey dnl 
Female gray whales, after they have calved in the 
warm waters of return to the Bering Sea to 
Hf 
Breaching and are other behaviors to 
look or wile watching whales, tough not as com- 
or 4 
aa te gray whale raises his 
head out of the water just far enough to 
get a view of his surroundings. 
Breaching is when the gray whale forcefully raises 
over half of his body out of the water and comes 
down on his back with a 
i 
“There used to be a migration of gray whales 
along the Asian coast in the late 1930s. But they 
were slaughtered when they entered the bays and in- 
lets in Korea, and today, as far as we know, that 
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‘] op ” Jenkins, for whom Jenkins Hall was named, 
was a prince of a man, and he asd Kate had a greal 
friendship. 1946 
  
J comember her wearing ear puffs and middy blouses 
fee high school, She taught herself to deive this Hudson 
Super Sis and on weat through a stove front window the 
first toip to town. 
Kate Buchanan, for whom 
the multi-purpose room at the 
center is named, died Feb. 2 at 
her home on the edge of cam- 
pus where she lived for many 
years. 
It was there her campus 
friends, old and new, con- 
tinued to drop in frequently, 
usually unannounced, after 
her retirement in 1968 until her 
death. 
Born in Humansville, Mo., 
in 1904, she moved to Oregon 
at an early age. Upon gradua- 
tion from her school, she 
taught a one-room mountain 
school for one year before at- 
tending the University of 
Oregon. Later she completed 
an M.A. at Washington State 
and graduate work at Colum- 
bia University. 
Kate was known for her 
warmth and personality, her 
humorous storytelling and 
spontaneous imitations. She 
loved people and had great 
compassion, although she 
took delight in deflating the 
pompous or arrogant. 
During her grammar and 
high school days in Ashland, 
Ore., she and her brother, 
Edgar Buchanan, the late 
movie and television character 
ca nt de eee eee tee od Tore oe bee 2 | Thy won $28.00 ost prs 
Polen Y Fe 
   
       





   
   
    
    
   
   
    
   
  
     
 
   
Kate Buchanan 1904-1 
actor, spent most Saturdays at the 
They watched traveling road shows ¢ 
movies or attended programs in the ¢ 
dome-roofed, sawdust-floored, C 
building, which was the shell of w 
houses the outdoor Shakespearean the: 
The two continued to act together 
their years at the university. 
Kate taught English and drama 
Roseburg, Ore., high school for 13 yea 
she entered personnel work at the Uni 
Oregon and later directed drama and 
dean of women at Lewis and Clarke ¢ 
Portland. 
 
   
! bee hee. 
During World War II she 
served with the USO in Utah 
before taking a position as 
director of women’s housing 
for the historic Manhattan 
Project at Hanford, Wash., 
for the DuPont Co. This was 
the project which created the 
first atomic bomb. 
Since the project was highly 
secret, none of the thousands 
of workers or administrators 
had the slightest notion of 
what was being produced. 
There was speculation that it 
was poison gas. 
When the bomb was drop- 
ped in August 1945, Kate was 
shocked and amazed to think 
she had been a part of it. . 
} Kate came to HSU in 1946 
as a speech and English 
teacher. Her classes of return- 
d ing war veterans were some of 
C the most enjoyable she ever 
had, she often said, because 
they were so eager and ap- 
preciated the luxury and true 
value of college. 
Later as dean of women and 
then associate dean of ac- 
tivities, she worked closely 
with student clubs, govern- 
ment and the social program. 
Her door was always open and 
students knew if they had a 
dilemma, Kate had a listening 
ear, a wide shoulder and 
generally some wise advice. 
She leaves a host of friends 
among her former students 
and colleagues. 
 
    
  




     
 
a 
J recall all the family detcing her, when she was 18, to her frost teaching 
job al a one room school oe Green Spring Mountain near Ashland, Ove. 
  
      
  
   
  
TJext by her sister 
| Gayle rariiinee 
Concept and photo research by Sa 
Dew Siedeell onl din Ware ete 
5 the epg bens done jhe the bonne ae gens 
rs She (Kate) was very helpfal in getting us out of trouble.” 
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By KAREN OSSENFORT 
staff writer 
Burned-out. 
Does it ring a bell? Often 
misdiagnosed as or a 
physical ailment, this compound 
— has spread like an os 
through college campuses across t 
nation and is classified as a legitimate 
mental illness. 
Donna Sammons said in her article 
that :an in the March 9 issue of Family 
Wee ly. ‘‘...burn-out is a condition 
works too hard 
continued from page 2) 
Sas ren Ses 8 ERNE See wo 
requirements the group 
see relaxed concern the oF
 
schoolwork drops off and the things 
know do they a oo never get 
John Gai, private counseling practi- said, 
associate These physical symptoms include head seek pro tioner and fessor of 
at HSU, said, ‘‘Burn-out is a 
consistent feeling of an inability to do 
come to tasks and 
achieve the feeling of satisfaction that 
one had before feeling burned-out. 
“‘What you do becomes routine. 
You a loss in sensitivity." 
The first coms students 
be aware of include not being able to 
take notes, a loss of recall and skills 
—. The second symptom is ne 
‘*A person experiencing burn-out is 
afraid that they can’t and won't be able 
hemselves. The situation 
seems hopeless,’’ Gai said. 
their tributaries. 
Rare II is a government proposal to 
designate certain state areas as 
wilderness or recreational, n 
severely limiting logging within t 
areas. 
The local coastal plans have not been 
completed, however, the com- 
panies feel sure they will include some 
restrictions on their activities. 
Local restrictions require the com- 
—_ to file Environmental Impact 
and certai 
ee et eT a ealecain te et 
    
    
restoration f i dope You owe” grown rahe than 
After the first three s oms, Gai 
ic ilinesses arise. 
. gastric distress, a crushing 
feeling in the chest, numbness, fatigue, 
loss of appetite, shortness of breath, 
boredom, restlessness and insomnia. 
Also included in these symptoms is 
the experiencing of nightmares and a 
fear of something big happening to 
you, such as death. 
Students begin to burn-out because 
they are operating on a ‘‘should’’ in- 
— of a “want - level, Behrstock 
. They succumb to parental expec- 
tations and peer pressure all 
aspects of their lives, from ing 
high geen to social and employment 
situat oe 
“Some of it is real and some of it is 
manufactured,’’ she said. ‘‘All of your 
some of our companies to stay in 
eemetlin ont a ronmen $ point to past log- 
ging practices as f the lumber in- 
lustry needs ion. 
Henry also indicated Arcata Red- 
wood will continue to y herbicides 
on company lands, primarily in Del 
Norte County. 
hurts the environment or 
public health,’’ Henry said. 
2 FREE TIRES With Our 
‘BICYCLE OVERHAUL 
Arcata 







**You may think that you are the on- 
ly one who can do it, but it is important 
to realize that you need support and to 
ask for it. 
**Learn how to set limits on how far 
 
  











     




By BETSY CARRILLO 
Forestry 
Although most of the trees are no 
longer standing, the slope next to 
Cypress Hall and northwest of 
Founders Hall is ea up because of 
= — of debris by the Forestry 
ub. 
The December cutting of the trees on 
the slope left the university with the 
task of eooaeies of fallen timber and 
earn that the k Lumber Co. left 
nd. 
The Forestry Club was chosen to 
clean up the area because they are 
recognized as an established club, 
Richard Giocolini, director of 
Procurement and Support Services, 
said. 
Other options were considered to 
dispose of the debris, such as hiring 
Plant Operations statf and renting Cal 
Trans equipment to do the job, 
Giocolini said, but the University saved 
money by having the Forestry Club 
clear the area. 
The club, which received $500 to do 
the job in addition to keeping the 
wood, began clearing the area on Jan. 
24, but still has another work day 
before it will complete the job, Ed 
Orre, president of the club, said. 
About 25 people have been working 
and have gathered about eight cords of 
wood, which will be used as payinent 









University of Arizona offers 
more than 40 courses: anthro- 
pology, art, bilingual educa- 
tion, folk music and folk 
dance, history, political sci- 
ence, sociology, Spanish lan- 
guage and literature and in- 
tensive Spanish. Six-week ses- 
sion. June 29-August 7, 
1981. Fully accredited grad- 
uate and undergraduate pro- 
gram. Tuition $330. Room 





Robert L. Nugent Bidg. 205 
University of Arizona 
Tucson 8$721 
(602) 626-4729 
   
 
   
    
    
  
   
   
   
  
    
    
  
for various club expenses, Orre said. 
All that remains is the slash (bran- 
ches, leaves and twigs) which the club 
will burn and disperse over the cut 
area. 
Burning is easier, Orre said, and it 
keeps the nutrients in the soil. But not 
all the slash will be burned, as some 
will be left to act as a groundcover to 
aid against erosion. 
The slope, which was composed of 
redwood, eucalyptus and alder had 45 
trees cut and is not considered to be 
clearcut, Bob Holbrook, of the HSU 
Purchasing Office, said. 
   Wednesday, Feb. 11, 1981, The Lumberjack— 15 
The area was more patchcut, he said, 
with smaller trees remaining on the 
lower section of the slope. 
The | who cut the trees went to 
great pains in removing the trees to 
protect the slope, Holbrook said. 
There was also little damage to the 
ferns and groundbrush on the lower 
section, Giocolini said. 
Orre agreed that the area isn’t clear- 
cut, but patchcut. He said every tree in 
the area was cut except for a few trees 
on the top of the slope. 
The trees have ‘‘no value at all, ex- 
cept to look at,"’ he said. 
club clears felled timber off slope 
The stumps of the trees are alive and 
remain o  the slope. Orre said they will 
nut rot and within a few weeks the red- 
wood and eucalyptus will sprout. 
The cosmetic appearance of the cui 
slope seems to be upsetting many peo- 
ple, but the cutting of the trees was the 
most immediate action that could be 
taken to increase safety, Gary Carver, 
Geology department chairperson, said. 
About the decision to cut the trees 
on the slope, Orre said if he ‘vere in 
their shoes, he wouldn't want to take 
the chance for those trees to fall down 
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7 ‘surrounded by 
Mermeistein told of his existence in Swedion responsible —_ 
concentration camps, of his own past iastiae ote hans es toe aoe 
and of his hopes for the future. World War Il. He 
lewish W: was apparently arrested however, it is by many that year general 
Se ee oe Wallenberg is still ave and is being of a by-products 
ear a psychiatric manu company there. He is 
Report rip-off for reward Evers, @ graduate student in the Teattnte cab s taneier eneuadl ae 
sie ore ee Walidies & ones —. aia 
ANNE PALME ¢ ; progress to often a telephone interview before 
staff writer Siteue” teen sak: er. Se thwarted because ‘“‘the subject is too lecture here, Mermelstein described a 
The Crime Prevention Center has Obscure. No one is interested.” recent letter he received from an 
In order to help people avoid or the following tips to help you Samuel Oliner, associate professor TE ce ine tee 
recover stolen equipment, the Califor- protect your equipment: in at HSU, and Susan Weil, a Review. The institute asked 
nia Department of Justice has im- | —Engrave your driver's license member of the Jewish Student Union, Mermelstein to “ in a court of 
plemented a new program called number on your ski equipment. (The made a final introduction of Mermels- law that gas chambers had ex- 
‘California Ski Watch."’ university police can assist you in this.) tein. Weil read a quote from Mermels- sted at Auschwitz.”” They offered him 
A big part of the is the $100 —Get a Ski Watch Identification teins’ book, which was sold at the lec- $50,000 if he could. 
offered by t Ski Areas card and record the description and ‘ure: By Bread Alone:.The Story of II’ feel | was attacked on an in- 
Association for anyone who lS serial number of your skis, Coots and oo daeio briefly described whe: ak. “im mon me — 
reliable information leading to the ar- bindings in the provided. (This to to 
rat and conviction of ski euipment can be obtained from UPD.) teer were’ “rounded "up. by the or less than 1 burt me.” Mermel 
The Sierra Ski Areas Association is at tan tee a coder unat- Hu militia and taken to attorneys ar  filing for the $$0,000 plus 
     
   
    
        
      
   
Auschwitz-Birkenau for one reason personal damages. 
— “ ou eos ay are —Always use ski lockers and ski only--because we were Jewish.’’ His final words at the HSU lecture 
words te iis Weems de 0 a racks. Mermelstein was 7. still rang out with encouragement, 
| age la ioe problem we are _,—Purchase and use a ski lock when | Upon arrival at Auschwitz. however: ‘It’s not too late for us to 
delighted to do.” ski lockers and ski racks are Birkenau, Mermelsteins’ mother and begin to reconcile, we can still join 
: unavailable. two sisters were “lured into gas hands to help bring about a better 
Although in the past it has been hard ==—Invest in a good lock for your chambers disguised as showers."’ world for mankind.’ 
to get sheriff's departments to take an automobile ski rack. Mermeistein, his brother and father 
interest in ski thefts, Roberts said, they © —Don’t leave ski equipment inside 
are interest in the new pro- unattended, parked vehicles where it 
gram. He people are realizing that can be seen. . 
one ~ a thom Pa —Help protect your fellow skiers by w 
Those urned suspicious persons around ASH 
ple had ved the ski equi t ski racks, ski lockers and unattended HERE 
with their driver’s license number or skis. DRY FREE . quality printing 
D & J LAUNDERLAND 141 H Se. a weekdays 
VALLEY WEST SHOPPING CENTER ArataCA FIDE 822-2001 
 
 
    
5000 VALLEY WEST, ARCATA 
WASH HERE 
  
   
     
       
    
  
   
   
Hair Cut Special 
 
       Herbs @ Spices @ Teas @ Seeds (HSU Students) 18th & H Street. ercate, ca. 96521 622-6921 Men 37.00 Women 89.00 
Cut and Styling 
By Cindy and Joyce 
Arcata Hai EXPIRES 
877 9th Se. 622-3912 
(NEX1 TO MARINO’S) ae 
   
      
eb. 11612 
Wed. d pM. 
Thurs. 
7 & 9 p.m. 
Place: JGC’s 
Blue Lounge   
  
   
      
Free 
Admission 
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ae Cws The Associated Students, H.S.U. Nelson Hall East Rooms 111,112, & 113; 826-4221. 
©, lowe is ous of a8 Ore OF At its December 11th meeting, the Humboldt Transit > 
quarterly publication will provide dent representatives, who presented HTA with more than 
a brief but complete information 3500 ures of night bus supporters. Adding ab par | 
forum on student-related issues to the effort were the “desk top figures poe 
and projects inent to both Vice President for Business Affairs Gil unders, which 
Soy see Coe eee. WE soventon Tite contradicted tro setiaate provided tar HVA WELCOME ANY AND ALL + oe r mMate Provided iF Y 
INPUT: Those interested can General Ma Robert Burrowes, which projected a OR AN IDEA: } PNOBEEM 
contact the editors th the deficit of $12,000 for the added service. si The Student Legislative Council 
A.S. offices, Nelson East While both estimates were admittedly rough the significant responsible for representing stu- 
111, 112, and 113; 826-4221. difference between them convinced HTA that more com- dent interests and s udent prehensive information was vital for their decision-making (approximately $150,000) meets 
process. The st is comprised of staff from HTA, every W night a  7 p.m 
ne ETA, , representatives from HSU, CR, in usmeee tel 222 Each 
BE ALERT and CalTrans. The group is currently eviuat icable meeting with a 
Contact an Escort.(CAE) is a data. There is some hope that HTA may i e a trial oe sticinenou = 
trial A.S. intended to night bus run quarter should the committee come council won't have to sit 
— H — with a up with a night bus plan. the meeting 10 es 
sense 0 ty on cam- 
whole 
= the evening hours. in Arcata, ASMRTS administrators are also studying the ty officer has office || 
Contact Center, will initially be The A'S. hopes to work with ABMATS developing evening aare Ce Se ae 
offered Sunday-Thursday, service. ye Hel 
7-11:45 p.m. Days and hours are 
to correspond with Any interested students should contact Alison Anderson, 
darkness and library hours. All who is working with both transit authorities on this issue. 
| volunteers will be 
terviewed, el oe 
rape prevention / escort informa- IT’S YOUR A.S... Financial Aid in the 
| tion workshop to insure the As a result of community and House end the Campus 
quality of the : student body support, the A.S. ae © is im 
Caure, John, CAE Organizer, pregreme cece located in the Oe House on hill 
| hopes to have CAE running by behind the library were behind the Natural Resources GET INVOLVED. 
mid-February. If you would like relocated this summer when their Ce. AS of Com ern 
to participate, call the A.S.; if ‘facilities were auctioned off by welcome you visits and The Siinnien cimeanin eaid 
want to see if the service has the University. Given the lack of support. student representatives. In- 
ately call Contact, 826-4400. available space on campus, this terested students should contact 
was mo easy task. Alison Anderson, ASAP. pa pe a mutually ce 
solution was reached between CLASS NOTES 
Associated Students and the | The A.S. Academic Affairs Com- | Budget Committee 
change for bringing the Warren =| student-run teacher evaluation | Computing Activities 
Howse (located across from the . Data from more than | Elections “< 
ee nee 60 major U.S. universities has | Housing Committee 
ae vane wee ere —_ — - sao Instructional Communications 
and easily accessable house ts | evaluation forms for HSU. It is | frewsooral Innovations 
and The Humboldt Housing Ac- =| evaluated G.E. courses will be | ing Committee 
™ tion Project. ready for sudent wee by Sering 
\ Along with the Warren House =| 1981. Contact Jeff Weitz, » | Library 
und our offices in theeast wingof =| A.S. Academic Affairs, for more | Lumberjack Enterprises 
Nelson Hall, the A.S. also leases =| information: much input is need- | § 1 C.-P.E. Representative 
HSU STATEWIDE two other houses from the | ed if this project is going to suc- | University Center Board of 
universit sak io omental ae views (VES) ts leconed beside - Directors y system, ¢ 
students be aware of issues before the 
Visiting Artist 
state legislature and the CSUC Board 
Scciniaen his, the A.S. has recently t . Orr Loe ours gett i incain 4 sa 
retained Betty Tornroth as its first A.5. Representatives ere available during the following hours (NHE 113): gy Se 10+12 
| Legistative Analyst. She is responsible ‘ : : ah. 
for presenting legislation and Lin saan, tera Netz 
policies to the SLC or review. Any phe Meat 
2-4 1-4 1-4 1-4 Student Services . 
positions taken by the SLC will then be cae at “
a Calin MeGvire 10-11 10-11 
| communicated to the appropriate | fctrestan oa a eo 
ie fe ae 1-2 12-1 12 10-1 Viet At-Large 
issues will include a propos- ra Michete Pinsan 5 
t services fee increase, | “<Ss a oa 
veteran's attoirs. onern. souls ” poo atant si 5 
technology, housing Fiat cate a5 2-3 Opp ve vance 12-2 
Gude in thi f the tay cal udents interested in this aspect of t Jong. ‘vals 8 -9 dos} weite 12+ 2-1 
A.S. are encouraged to contact the | cn, i oi gon 
slative Analyst or attend weekly | tt-Core 
council meetings. 
for by Associated Students aha in iia cian 
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RAY ARVIZU of the Dynatones blasts the blues with Charlie Musselwhite at their concert Saturday in the Rathskeller. 
Boogieing big at Musselwhite set 
By CATHERINE MONTY 
staff writer 
Not knowing much about ‘Boogie 
and Blues” or Charlie Musselwhite and 
The ones, | was skeptical about 
my ability to cast: judgment on their 
performance. 
After their first number, however, | 
was convinced that anyone could enjoy 
their music and most audience 
members did. 
The Dynatones began their first 
show Saturday night by forming 
four instrumentals before introducing 
Musselwhite. 
Band members are Walter Shuf- 
flesworth, 4, am Arvizu, =. 
ophone; ter, guitar 
vocals; Rob Kohn, ; Bob Klein, 
bass; and Charlie Musselwhite, har- 
monica and vocals. 
“The band as it is has been together 
about six months,’’ Musselwhite said 
in an interview prior to the perfor- 
mance. ‘(Band members) come and 
All of the band members played 
their instruments well and delivered an 
enthusiastic performance to a whistl- 
ina, cheering crowd. 
anding out as one of the better 
musicians of The Dynatones was sax- 
ophonist Ray Arvizu, who played his 
instrument with such control that it 
shook the rafters and many members 
of the audience. 
Musselwhite walked on stage wear- 
ing dark and carrying his har- 
monica. He drew an im ve round 
of use from the audience. 
band’s next number suffered 
from technical problems, drowning out 
the vocals and harmonica of the 
featured Musselwhite. 
With technical problems solved, 
Musselwhite delivered a blues song that 
so contrasted with his previous 
numbers it drew cheers of approve- 
ment from the now-settled crowd. 
**I’ve been playing about 20 years 
now,’’ Musselwhite said in a soft- 
ken tone. ‘‘I grew up around it, 
always had musicians around me.”’ 
In the last 15 years, Musselwhite has 
had eight records under 
several record lables. 
I found it hard to believe that the se- 
cond set of the performance could be 
much better than the first, but it was. 
The Dynatones delivered songs — 
featuring Rick Welter on guitar and 
vocals — that rocked the audience and 
inspired several couples to dance. 
Musselwhite joined the band on 
stage with quick, impressive harmonica 
playing that proved to be the highlight 
of the evening. 
The audience in the HSU Rathskeller 
was given a perf 
Musselwhite and The Dynatones that 





‘Old Times’ more than hot and cold comedy 
By KAREN LUTTRELL-LANGDON 
staff writer 
The well-cast ingredients of a clumsy misfit 
(Chevy Chase), dingy blonde (Goldie Hawn) and 
suit-and-tie straightman (Charles Grodin) don’t 
succeed in keeping Neil Simon’s film, 
“Seems Like Old .”’ from being more than 
hot and cold comedy. 
The focal t of the film — which runs 
t Feb. 19 at the State Theater 1 in Eureka 
— is the soon-to-be California Attorney General, 
ira A. Parks, his lawyer-wife Glenda and her ill- 
fortuned ex-husband. 
Much of the action nates from the Parks’ 
wood. It is a home Eureka Inn-like home in 
: six dogs (four are full of laugh-provoking props 
% ' and several of Mrs. 
{ert underprivileged clients working as her ser. 
The story begins with Chevy Chase as ex-  
husband Nick Gardenia becoming an unwilling 
bank robbery accomplice. He to his ex- 
wife for assistance which commences in a series of 
loony, ever-more-complicated events. 
There a e too silly scenes, too predictable scenes 
and too slow scenes, but in between there are just 
plain funny scenes which may or aay oe ea 
$3 admission charge worth your while. 
Chase is seldom allowed to deliver more than 
one line of dialogue in succession. 
those one liners are funny and sometimes they 
aren’t — but always they consist of either a joke 
or a come-on to Goldie Hawn. 
Chase executes his lines with the quick-witted, 
straight-faced flair already familiar to his fans. 
as he is, the pratt-falls of ‘‘Saturday 
Live’’ fame can only be done so many times 
becoming stale and, in this case, misplac- 
ed. 
Pliable straightman for Chase and Hawn is 
Sometimes . 
Charles Grodin as sensible Ira A. Parks. 
Shallow dialogue is more a problem for 
Grodin’s character than for any other in the film. 
Lines such as “‘try sending up smoke signals’’ and 
**you have my permission to use police brutality”’ 
ol humorous in their context remain 
tast i. 
Goldie Hawn as golden-hearted Glenda is ir- 
resistible. Her consistent ability to communicate 
timing and execution of comic lines. 
Bikinis and tight-fitting v-necked sweaters do 
make an appearance in this film. What a 
refreshing change to see a” woman ex-
By GREG JONES 
staff writer 
Nadine Gordimer, a white South 
African, is probably one of the more 
serious writers in contemporar 
literature. She was born in Sout 
Africa in 1923 and has been writing 
novels and short stories for 30 years, 
some of which were banned in her 
country. 
She divides herself between writing 
love stories and political stories deali 
with the situation in Sout 
Africa, w she publicly condemns. 
“*A Soldier’s Embrace’’ is her latest 
of short stories, 13 in all, 
last fall. Most are love 
The title story is about a lawyer who, 
Sacer toes ete ee 
minority government (Gordimer men- 
tions no countries by name; she rarely 
does), has furthered liberal causes 
defending blacks in political trials. 
- When freedom 
= 
HE ; i : i 
  
  
his battle, but he can’t share in the 
blacks’ happiness. 
Gordimer’s love stories are —_ 
of eu love and of being deceived. 
In ‘Time Did’’ a women is lying in bed 
embraced by her man when he tells her 
** , . . I'm between two girls at the mo- 
ment.”* 
He proceeds to tell her about the 
o he is in love with as they stay em- 
aced, but right then and there, ‘‘The 
ition in which we lay already 
| mom to the past,’’ the woman later 
reflected. 
The story is written in the form of a 
letter to her former lover. Gordimer is 
unbelievably precise in her observa- 
tions. In analyzing how her lover arriv- 
ed at t of his true loves, the 
woman telis him, ‘‘it was easy, 
mouth opened of itself and told me 
something that in the act of telling 
could be told because it no longer con- 
cerned me (Gordimer’s italics).’’ The 
story leads to a devastating conclusion. 
Other stories include: ‘‘You Name 
it,’’ about a woman who, after years 
of being emotionally faithful to a 
lover, discovers his uncommon Latin 
name scrawled in a cafe phone booth in 
re College Degr« 




Sept. oe 11, 1961  
the south of France while on her hus- 
band’s business I “Town and 
Country Lovers — »”” in which a 
scientist working in South Africa and 
eae op serene 0 ateeunee = 
su uently separ or violatin 
the Immorality Act; and “Siblings,” 
about a 15-year-old boy who is 
ao = wed life o Bd free- 
ted, drug-taking, suic rone 
female cousin. . 
Gordimer is a writer that sanpeions. 
She’s humorous — her sharp humor 
comes from precise observation of peo. 
ple’s habits. 
She is a difficult writer. In 
a, She doesn’t use quotation 
as dialogue: the reader has to 
detect it. 
, Pay aa, this isn’t a = for 
t ing, it can 
ie Belore a clear aleve 
— » two readings might be re- 
q ; 
Whether the story be about love or 
— the apartheid situation enters 
nto every story. Blacks and their posi- 
Sous son, tos ta tee Rsumeadae t up, be it in the foreground or 
the background. 
The most revealing of Gor- 
= i eae cle, 
Gordimer, in an interview for a 
French magazine in late 1979, said she 
believes the black revolution in South 
Africa has already begun. In this story, 
the Lion (of the 200) is the black peo- 
ple of this country, peaceful by day, 
panting and groaning by night. 
A freeway has been erected near the 
200 to drown out his groans, but soon 
he will burst out of his cage to claim his 
freedom. It’s extremely strong stuff, 
the kind that should make members of 
=" African government spines’ 
t t 
The last sentence of this story can be 
quoted without ruining the effect: 
**(The roar of the lion) is as close as if 
he’s out on the freeway now, 
bewildered, finding his way, turning 
his splendid head at last to claim what 
he’s never seen, the country where he’s 
king.”’ 
**A Soldier’s Embrace’’ is available 
from The Viking Press for $8.95 and at 
the HSU library. 
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Centerfirts ‘biggest of kind in CSUC system’ 
Entertainment organization grows quickly 
By CATHERINE MONTY 
staff writer 
CenterArts at HSU has grown quickly, becom- 
ing, in just 1% years, the “‘biggest of its kind in 
the CSUC system,’’ Peter Pennekamp, 
—_— coordinator and general supervisor, 
CenterArts has taken over programming 
cedures of the University Center, the University 
Arts and Lecture Committee and the School of 
Creative Arts and Humanities, which previously 
worked yaar oe of each other. 
CenterArts, which is responsible for almost all 
of the programming at HSU, has made some 
— since gaining control of programming last 
y 
‘*As long as the budget balances,’’ Pennekamp 
said, ‘‘we're free to make those moves. 
“We're trying to create a trend of more smaller 
concerts for lower admission but that doesn’t 
« Mean that we're not going to be doing the bigger 
eoncerts.”” 
: bet ae eagl Bag oP gy gone get better a ws: 
concert that costs $8-9, he said. oi 
v salieata tear eee eeid-cnt chews in the (wet 
three months of our existence than there has ever 
been at HSU,”’ Pennekamp said. 
Another reason for smaller productions is the 
better sound Sofa. a small facility, he said. 
**A performance is going to sound much better 
in the Van Duzer Theater than it is in the East 
ym.’ 
Ticket sale procedures have been improved 
since CenterArts was formed. 
necessary ee ete se pasecun ih. Tee ora juct ® 
other is — by a campus su “adie. 
One change made was to move season ticket 
sales from October to April, more than six months 
before the first performances. 
Ticket sales have expanded to community 
outlets, branching out from the University Center 
ticket office. 
CenterArts is planning a much bigger and better 
schedule for arts and lectures next year, Pen- 
nekamp said. 
Mlgiee quiiing 6 teed on the Wen Conia-as s 
school that really contributes something,’’ he said. 
Because of the changes it has made, and the ex- 
of its program, CenterArts is receiving a 
of support from the school and community. 
One of the major operations of CenterArts is 
the scheduling and booking of performances. 
Professional theater formances must be 
— a year or more in advance, Pennekamp 
. “However concerts like Taj Mahal or Emmy 
Lou Harris are rarely planned more than two 
months in advance.” 
“1 go in weeks before a performance nd make 
sure that all the information to the right peo- 
eS Larry Wolf, head of terArts Publicity, 
"himeaiaaaal by the program spon- 
sors. He then promotes the program by the use of 
the media, posters, advertising and handbills. 
“We hite up to students in the course of a 
year,’ Pennekamp said. ‘‘We’ re one of the largest 
Cole es 60 ae ae 
“We're a growing upbeat organ 0 
Wolf said. 
in involved and hard feel- 
sometimes develop but we all respect each 
personally and professionally.” 
Wed., Feb. Il Gar & Grill. Eureka. $2 
“bonee. om, eres pceten Fei., Feb. 13 
: Eiko & Koma dance team. 9 a.m.. 
/ $3 gen 
COFPFEEHOUSE CONCERT: Ruth Bennet. & 
p.m. Rathskeller. Free 
GEER TASTING: Presented by the HSU Women's 
Center 3:30-6:30 p.m.. University Loft. Live 
music. munchies and door prizes. Tickets $2 at 
the Women's Center (House 55) or at the door 
Thurs., Feb. 12 
CONCERT: Humboldt Symphony Orchestra. 10 
a.m.. Van Duzer Theater. Free 
“Alaska,” “Land in Ballance.” “West of 
pees & “End of the Last Fronter.” 7o.m. 
5 le Free. Sponsored by G eenpeace 
PUMS: “Nicarague” & “Ei Selvedor.” 8 om 
Rm. $0¢. 
ROLLING BOB: Rock ‘n’ roll & soul Old Town Sat., Feb. 14 
CINEMATHEQUE: 1 Happened One 
7:30 p.m.. Founders Hall Aud. $1 50 
p.m. Founders Hall Aud $2 
— Atro-American art. 730 om 
FILM: “Heart of Glass.” 8 pm. Buchanan Rm 
THE NEOPOLITANS: “Body Grooves 
LATE SHOW: Andy Warhol's Frankenstein.” 10 ~ ll 9:30 p.m. Old Town Bar & Grill. Eureka 
OANCE: Portraits & Pieces” a 8 
Co-op, Arcata WORTH COUNTRY FOLK ENSEMBLE: Winter p.m.. Mad River Dance 
COMEDY: “intrigue at Ah-Pah,” by the Dell’Arte 
Books. Northtown Players Co. of Blue Lake. 8 p.m., Carson 
Memorial Bidg., Harris & J Sts., Eureke. $4 / 
concert end party. 8 p.m. Van Duzer Theater 
Tickets $3 general. $1.25 | semors & children — 
available at Windjammer 
Books, HSU Ticket Office & at the door 
general, $3 / students and seniors. 
JAZZ: Eddie Moore, David Schnitter & Peter Bar- 
shay. 9p m.. the Jambalaya. $4 
ROLLING BOB: See Fed 12 
Sun., Feb. 15 
CINAMATHEQUE: Adventures of Robin Hood.” 
267 p.m. Founders Hall Aud. $1.50 
LATE SHOW: Andy Warhol's “Frankenstem.” 10 
om. Founders Hall Aud $2 
Mon., Feb. 16 
Pe te ee. oe. Se 
CONCERT: Student recital, 6:15 p.m., Fulkerson 
Recital Hall. Free 
Tues., Feb. 17 




CYCLE and BOAT SHOW 
SAT. NOON - 11 PM 
  
Hamms Beer sixpac save $1.60 case $1.49 40° 
Jose Cuervo Tequila 1/5 $6.69 $1 
Jacare magnums 
Barbra De~ Cookies 2 Ib. 
| Monte Mo vin: Vhite Zinfandel 
"coupon specials expire 2-18 
$1.89 
3.49 1.60   
Alan Quartermaine 
of General Hospital i 
Saturday only Br Be, 
Race car driver and fis 
Green Mamba Jet Car 
Sat & Sun 
REOWOOD ACRES FAIRGROUNDS 
FEBRUARY 14 & 15 
AOMISSION GEWERAL 65 25 ¢ JMS 6-10. $1 OD ¢ UNDER 6 FREE + FREE PARKING 
TEL 907025009199 ¢ UNLIMITED PROMOTIONS 
BRING THIS DISCOUNT AD WITH YOU 
1.00 OFF GENERAL ADMISSION 
8th Annual Eureka Custom Cor 
Cycle and Boat Show   
  
  
Cross country skiing 
adds new challenge 
By TIM HELMS 
staff writer 
Horse Mountain, virgin white after the heav 
snow of weeks past, stood ominous as I turned off 
Highway 299 onto the winding, ice-covered road 
through the blindin eee bright Saturda t ing ofa ‘urday 
morning, would-be skiers with chains could be 
seen huddled next to their cars, struggling to recall 
what it was like to be warm. 
Trusting my °68 Bug wouldn’t lead me to a 
similar fate, | once! bi to the top, breathing 
easier only when I pulled the tga brake. 
I had made it. | escaped HSU. : 
That’s when I realized | was finally going cross- 
country skiing. I was going to have fun. 
My only previous exposure to cross-country was 
from my armchair, watching those Olympians in 
Lake Placid physically abuse themselves. Is that 
their idea of fun? 
commentary 
Fun is defined as ‘‘that which provides mirth 
Armed only with my beverage-filled bota 
and my day pack — which had previously only 
seen the innide of the brary — I tet out, ateee 0 
see how ‘‘amusing”’ cross-country could be. 
Having skied downhill for man I naivel y years, y 
cross-country would be similar. 
It’s not. 
True, you are in the mountains and you are on 
skis. But the similarity ends there. Crowds, noise, 
exorbitant prices, fashion and obnoxious lift 
operators don’t exist. 
Many would like cross-country for the 
very reason they don’t like downhill. Downhill can 
frustrate the beginner. The only difficult part of 
cross-country a out what to call it. X-C, 
ski touring, and ski-jogging are inter- 
The key to successful X-C is rhythm. Even the 
Elephant Man would have little trouble finding 
rhythm to work with. After a frustrating first few 
minutes, | was gliding along the trail in a sort of a 
half step and then a push from the opposite pole. 
Glide, push. Gliide, push. Gliiiide, push. 1 found 
the more ‘i’s in glide, the more fun it became. 
Soon | was way back in the woods — solitary en- 
joyment. 
The still-air silence broken only by snow falling 
from the frosted pines gave me an awareness of 
the —" of my surroundings. It’s called peace 
of mind. 
Although the snow is no longer virgin on Horse 
Mountain, there are still ty of areas that have 
the fluffy, white stuff. That’s another point for 
X-C — mass quantities of snow aren't needed. 
Plan your ‘‘great escape’’ weekend. For those 
who really want to get away, Mount Bachelor, a 
five hour drive, awaits with more than 20 
kilometers (12 miles) of marked trails in Deschutes 
National Forest. 
Rental cones is available in Arcata from 
the Outdoor Center in the University Center, or 
Arcata Transit Authority on 10th Street. The Out- 
door Center’s equipment is brand new and 
cheaper if you were to rent for the weekend. But 
for a Saturday or Sunday single day excursion, 
ATA is a better buy. 
Cross-country skiing was once a means of sur- 
vival 4,800 years ago in Northern Europe. It has 
evolved into a life-enhancing sport. 
   
    
  
men's basketball 
In the t upset fashion of college basket- 
ball, the men’s team routed the conference 
leading Chico Wildcats last weekend, 96-75. 
The victory left the Lumberjacks 3-4 in con- 
ference play, while lifting their overall record to 
14-7. HSU travels to Sonoma State on Friday and 
Sacramento State Saturday. Tipoff is at 8 p.m. 
Against the Wildcats the ‘Jack's belenced runa- 
ing and scoring attack led by juniors Ken Billman 
and Jeff Ota poured on a second half surge. 
Billman finished the evening with 25 points 
while Ota’s deadly outside shots added another 
15. In all, the ‘Jacks showed consistent superiority 
on the boards and from the field. 
women's basketball 
It appears the Chico women’s basketball team’s 
height advantage was too much for HSU. 
Last weekend, the conference-leading Wildcats 
easily supressed the ’Jacks again, 78-45. 
Suzanne Westover was top scorer for the ‘Jacks 
with 10 points while Jill McGregor and Vicki Fer- 
ris added 8 each. 
The team should have better luck this weekend 
*Jack’s Facts 
as it faces Sonoma State on Friday an  S cramen- 
Wednesday, Feb. 11, 1981, The Lumberjeck— 2 § 
Line ups reported 
for most area lifts 
By DEBRA FLEMING 
staff writer 
Empty lodges became sell-out crowds last week 
when the dry winter subsided in the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains. 
The late ing of ski resorts in many areas did 
not stop the big crowds from coming to the slopes. 
‘*We had to stop selling lift tickets on Saturday 
the crowds were so big,’’ Nancy Scott, Northstar 
personnel, said. 
All Sierra Nevada areas picked up a couple of 
inches of new snow over the weekend. According 
to the National Weather Service, snow flurries are 
expected to continue through this week. Stay up to 
date on road conditions by calling the information 
number, 916-445-ROAD. 
In the Tahoe area, Heavenly Valley sup- 
plemented its base with 3-5 inches of man-made 
snow, bringing the base to $-7 feet. 
Squaw Valley has $% feet of and pack- 
of pewter at the 6,200-foot level, with seven 
rsin ion. At the 8,200-foot level there is 
6-7 feet of snow. The resort is Operating 22 lifts. 
6-foot-7 base } 
on inches of All but 
are operating. Access are open 
Wb dev ten oF dale coed 
f machine groomed with 
snow reported. They have cleat skies and ak 0 
  
to State Saturday. Both teams have provided the 
"Jacks with close competition in the past. 
However, Sonoma and Sacramento will hold the 
home-court advantage. Game time is 6 p.m. 
volleyball 
The men’s volleyball club will open its home 
stand against Cal Berkeley Friday and Sacramento 
State Saturday. Game times are at 8 p.m. and 7:30 
p.m. respectively. 
Last weekend the club got its first look at 
Sacramento, winning 3-0 (15-11, 15-13, 15-3). 
Saturday night the club defeated UC Davis 3-1 
(15-11, 7-15, 15-9, 15-11). 
G, 
women $s soccer 
The women’s soccer team lost its home o: 
to UC Davis last weekend 6-0. Coach Brian 
Weisner said the team performed well but played 
well at the wrong times. 
The team travels this weekend to the University 
of Pacific. Weisner is not sure what the team is up 
against since UOP did not play in the con- 
ference last season.  
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Wrestlers take streak to c 
By BILL HENNESSEY 
staff writer 
Led by three-time Far Western Con- 
ference Coach of the Year Frank 
Cheek, the HSU wrestling team has 
collected four consecutive conference 
titles and will attempt to win an un- 
precedented fifth straight champion- 
ship Saturday in Davis at the FWC 
Tournament. 
HSU. ranked seventh in the nation, 
has won 15 straight conference mat- 
ches and 26 of its last 27 (not including 
conference championships). 
“1 forgot,’ Cheek said, trying to 
think of the last conference loss. ‘‘It's 
been so long.”* 
The only loss the Lumberjacks have 
suffered since Jan. 29, 1976, was to 
Chico State University in January 
1978, 23-15. 
“Right now we're looking for five 
(conference titles) in a row,” he said. 
**I figured it out and we should win.’ 
The 12-year HSU coach said the 
‘Jacks, who have a 5-0 conference 
oes. have only Chico State (4-1) to 
ear 
‘I feel very confident,” he said 
about the championships in Davis. ‘‘! 
don’t fear anyone but Chico. They 
have the potential to beat us. It would 
be an upset, a real upset, but it’s a high 
possi ty. ” 
The Lumberjacks prevailed against 
Chico State 28-15 earlier this season. 
However, Cheek was unhappy with the 
teams’ performance. 
**] don’t like the score,”’ he said 
after the match. ‘‘We wrestled poorly; 
we didn’t wrestle smart. We lost two 
matches (the 190-pound and the 
heavy t) in the last seven seconds 
that we s od have won.”’ 
“Without a doubt,’’ Chico State 
coach Armand Brett said in a recent 
telephone interview, ‘‘Humboldt is the 
kink.o’s. (kitigkOe 3z) n 
nate wee. & printing, fim 
business cards, etc. 
a person employed by 
  aD 
KINKO'S COPIES 
THE ORIGINAL COPY 
KINKO'S PRINT & COPY SHOP © 1618 G St. Arcata® 8226712 
KINKO'S COPY SHOP © 416 K St. Eureka © 445-3334 
team to beat. They are very strong. 
‘*We feel we are the only team in the 
conference. that can challenge them for 
the crown.’ 
The crown will be determined on one 
day — Saturday in Davis — because of 
the way the FWC scores the champion- 
ships. 
Conference victories during the 
season are not greatly emphasized in 
the tournament, 
‘ Each conference team earns one 
point for each conference win during 
the season. Those points are then add- 
ed to the teams’ scores in the cham- 
pionships. HSU holds a slim one-point 
advantage over the 18th-ranked 
Wildcats, 5-4. 
The remainder of the scoring for the 
tournament is as follows: 
—Nine points for first place in each 
of the 10 weight divisions. 
—Seven points for second and four 
points for third. 
—One point for a pin or superior 
win (a superior win is winning a deci- 
sion over an opponent by 10 or more 
points). 
—And one point for advancing to 
the next round. 
Each wrestler can conceivably wres- 
tle three times if he keeps winning, and 
can achieve a maximum of 14 points 
for his team. 
This can be done a seeaiee an op- 
ponent in the first round for one point. 
A second point is awarded for advanc- 
ing to the next round. If he pins his op- 
ponent in that round he gets two more 
points — one for the pin and one for 
advancing to round three, the finals. 
If a wrestler pins his opponent, he is 
awarded 10 more points — one for the 
pin and nine for winning the tourna- 
ment. This totals 14 points. 
It is all complicated and Cheek said 
he feels more emphasis should be plac- 
1. mental twists; obsti- 
place of reproduction; xerox 
proc., rubber stamps, 
“eee ae a . --kink’oid (Slang) 
0's. 
er eee en eee Se 
<n on ‘coach would be to 
give five points for every conference 
win,”’ he said. ‘‘Therefore, a team that 
works hard all year reaps the benefits 
of the conference tournament.’ 
Only two teams have gone into the 
tournament with undefeated and un- 
tied records and failed to win the title. 
It last occurred in 1978 when HSU 
(4-1) defeated Chico State (5-0). 
With the Far Western Conference 
Championships a week away, Coach 
Frank Cheek’s. major concern last 
weekend was to keep his seventh- 
ranked ‘Jacks — when they in- 
. tied conference season 
HSU did not sustain any injuries as 
it it a r of dual meet matches. 
acks successfully completed 
their third-straight undefeated arid un- 
Friday when 
ee San Prasciae State, 
Two nights later, the Lumberjacks 
ended their dual meet season with a 
28-9 drubbing at the hands of 10th- 
ranked (Division 1) San Jose State. The 
loss left HSU with a 13-6 overall 
record. 
**We're ready,’’ Cheek said, referr- 
ing to the FWC ‘Championships. “We 
got through the weekend without any 
injuries and we're ready.”’ 
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staff writer 
**] got saved in 1969," Karl Beitz 
said 
Since then he has become a fixture 
on the HSU campus. 
Beiiz is ‘he man who stands at the 
top of the stairs to the quad, weather 
permitting, and passes out 
tracts. His church, The Hebrew 
tian Inc., does many things differently. 
“Cur activity is quite a bi: different 
than other churches,’ Beitz said. ‘‘We 
= out gospel tracts. On Saturdays we 
ve a street in the (Eureka 
mal! with testifying.” 
Beitz cao performs exorcisms. 
because the word of God,’’ Beitz 
raps the bible with his fi . “*says, 
‘He that sinneth is of the il.’ 
**There are many ways of casting out 
of demons. sm is real, but de 
have to have the real power of the Holy 























aft. For three hours he continuous- 
y spit blood out. A whole quart of 
blood came out. Other demons do not 
make so much fuss.’’ 
Beitz said Jesus casts the devil out of 
one through him because he 
af 
on the HSU quad 





STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN—Reverend Kari Geitz hands out spiritual | 
 
  





**All sickness and diseases and infir- 
mities are caused by demons. The devil 
is manifest in people that are mentally 
The Iranians are going to hell, Beitz 
said, because ‘‘everyone that does not 
accept the Lord Jesus Christ goes to 
hell. It’s in the book. You can't reason 
believe. God will 
break his " 
America should repent its national 
sins, Beitz said. 
‘*Abortion is a national sin because 
the government is involved in it. (So is) 
homosexuality. To charge too high in- 
terest is also against the (Bible),’’ he 
said. ‘If a society is uplifting sins, the 
wrath of God will come upon the na- 
The Lord told him Ronald Reagan 
would be elected president, Beitz said. 
‘*Reagan is a more God-fearing man 
than Carter,’’ he said. 
If everyone was saved, the world 
would be a better place, Beitz said. 
‘‘Much hardship would be 
eliminated. The goods of the world 
would be more evenly distributed by 
the love of Jesus in the people. We 







said ‘Death | rebuke you in the name 
  
es. 
“The Bible says, ‘These signs shall 
follow them that believe; In oo 
they shall cast out devils, they l lay 
hands on the sick, and they shall raise 
the dead.’ ”’ 
from the dead. 
**He was cold. Th :re was no heart- 
beat, he was dead. There was no ques- 
tion about it,’’ Beitz said. ‘‘The spirit 
of the Lord just came upon me and | 
of Jesus.’ Immediately his heart began 
to beat (rapidly). : 
‘There are other ministries besides 
mine here that have the same power of 
God. I’m not the only one,”’ he said. 
would have much better life all 
around,”’ he said. ‘‘The love of Jesus 
will prompt people to do good work.”’ 
But Beitz said not to worry, God will 
not let man destroy the earth. 
Smoking, unlawful sex 
sins listed in pamphlets 
handed to students 
By GEORGE MERRIWEATHER 
staff writer 
Karl Beitz has given out quite a few pamphlets in 
his day, many he wrote. They make their way into 
the hands of HSU students every week. For those 
who have never read these pamphlets, here, briefly, 
ate some $. 
**Plesse and be saved and you will ex- 
perience the real a of soul and the Word 
will be ful revealed in you.”’ of God 
“What about unnatural sex?;’’ one pamphiet 
asks. 
“Smoking, drinking, unlawful sex, divorce and 
abortion are sins nst God and its creation.’’ 
Kissing ma: to these sins. is used by young folk for r
oadside spooning.”’ 
"7 f and girls can mark their “When one sees girls and of boys 
downfall to their first kiss. Perhaps it w s at a par- 
ty, in an automobile, or just before saying S 
night. How subtle the devil is! Don’t you knuw_ 
there is glory and triumph and high honor in being 
able to sa have never been 
Anathes hazard we face is our friend the car. 
“The automobile can be a blessing or a curse, 
and it is both. It is a curse of the worst sort when it 
automobile, jammed up toget 
another’s lap, you wonder what kind of parents 
they have, and why they should ever permit them to 
carry on in such a manner. Then you reason that 
they have been permitted to grow up uncontrolled, 
so now they simply do as they please.” 
And there is the way women dress. 
“*It is a shocking comment on modern society 
that for a young woman to be ‘with it’ she must 
dress in a way that is a positive temptation to men.” 
““Our papers tell of women and girls being forced 
into automobiles and later found in a field or ditch, 
a beaten and sometimes even murdered. 
a man is brought before a court in this day 
for insulting a woman it would be well to investigate 
2 0 DS Pe Coren’, Cora gata on ae 
the crime. If a woman af oe. tae Batted 
altar of lust, let her take it off the display counter.”’ 
Where does it all start? What can be done? 
“The high is: man’s head, the mind. In it 
we find spiritual wickedness of the individual. 
Child, male or female, t , adults, the common 
aT All need to be saved from 
in.’’ 
The president of the United States? 
“One night the angel of the Lord woke me up 
and told me to write to President Nixon to call him 
and all America to repentance.’ 
crowded into an 
sitting on one 
